NM176 950731 Be Yourself – refusing to apply consciousness to yourself that is your job today; escape will never give us our full identity
Espanola, NM
SUMMARY MEDITATION:
35 minutes
(8:40) You are mental dogs jeering at each other, judging at each other and absolutely refusing to apply consciousness to yourself that,
that’s not your job.
How to get out of all this and be yourself, that is the subject we are going to try today. You are ready? Ah? Yeah? This Monday you
have muscles? Correct? Or you are going to cry after eleven minutes and say, “,” you know, “I should have gone to a restaurant to
eat rather than come to a class.” Hmm?
15 minutes: Put this hands exactly at sixty degrees straight, no bent in elbows. Palm
straight, just like this. See me. It’s very clear. Correct? Correct? As something is
slipping from heaven unto you. Possible? Accurate?
Number two. Do not close your eyes, look absolutely straight at earth level.
And number three. Move your belly button, pump it and I am not going tell you anything
more than that.
(10:31) Put that tape, Tantric Har and let’s see where we go.
Well, we have come for a class I am supposed to teach twice a week and change the
consciousness of all people who come to my class. If that is true, let us do it justice. And do it
consciously please. Move your navel, pump it harder. Just watch where it, in space, your mental
space, this exercise will take you. I am not asking any result, I’ll just ask biofeedback.
Siri Ved Singh information is not applying it’s consciousness to it. So let’s see what happens.
Straight, eyesight has to be parallel to the ground.
Drum.
(12:12 The tantric tape is played 12:35).
YB (talks over tape): … Steady, steady, steady.
8 minutes: 25:26 Now put your hands on the heart, left under, right over. Keep on pumping. Close your eyes.
Pump harder…
3 minutes: (33:34) Now clap your hand to the sound of ‘Har.’… Put a heavy pressure on the navel…

2 ½ minutes: (36:33) Get into the first posture and utter the word loud…
To Finish : 39:11 Inhale. Absolutely squeeze your body, including every part of the fingers, hands, spine, stretch out to your
best. Exhale.
Inhale deep, hold tight, synchronize powerfully, exhale.
Inhale deep, deep, deep, please synchronize,
relax. (40:03)
that is when we apply ourself to ourself. When we apply ourself to ourself with a methodology and with that we apply ourself to be and
we make our own patterns in our neurological and hypothalamus and thalamus status, thus we increase our capacity towards the
excellence. That we can use in our life. If we all do it right and regular basis, we’ll have no shortcomings and we’ll not go under as
normally we do. Our mood swings and speculations and our fantasies and nightmares shall be limited from our life. And we have the
right then to be people of culture, manners, trust, faith and walk with grace, pride and we can walk tall.
Some of us can communicate, some of us talk too much, some do this, some do that. Some are shallow, some are hollow, some are
empty, some are fulfilled, some are egomaniacs, I mean, there are many facets of us. They all unnecessary. They all come for, from a
unprepared brain. A brain which has not been personally, scientifically, technically organized and imprinted to carry us through Time
and Space.

LECTURE
So everybody has come now?
We normally talk of good and bad. We normally talk of right and wrong. We normally talk as a comparative study like rich and poor,
strong and weak, beautiful and ugly, medium, so- so, mediocre. But we have never ever tried to identify our identity within ourself, with
no polarity. So long our common grounds are between polarities, we always sit in judgement. We sit in judgement of others. And so
long we sit in judgement of others, it gives us a escape and that escape will never give us our full identity.
So what we do? To cover ourself, we try to become professionally successful, monetarily successful. And we try to become socially
successful. We have never ever try to become a identity for our own success. Watch out your all actions. See for yourself your own
details, read into what you are. See your plan where are you going. Also watch what your walking to achieve. It is always, “I am right, I
am wrong, I am this, I am that, I have to serve this, this is my work.” You will never find saying to yourself, ‘Am I excellent to myself?’
How many of you have said, “Am I excellent to myself?” How many of you have said that? How many of you have questioned to said
this to yourself ‘Am I excellent?’ Am I being excellent? Am I working on being excellent? You have any idea? Hmm? You have any
idea what it’s called? I know some of you can raise hand, “Yes I, I, always say I am going to be excellent.” You know. Then I’ll ask you
a question, what it’s called? What this process, this science of ‘I am going to be excellent,’ is called? Can anybody tell me? You have
read every book, there are libraries, you hear newspapers, CNN gives you all the information. Ha? It’s called, ‘Applied consciousness
for self.’ If you think even you are conscious that applied yourself with that consciousness for yourself. That will give you dignity,
divinity, grace and self-confidence and self-esteem. That will not only make you excellent, that will give people the trust that you are
excellent.
You can sometime do a wonderful sales job and public relation and convince people you are in love. You can do a wonderful job and
convince people you are excellent. You are smart, you can do anything. But you cannot keep that trust for a very long time if you have
not applied consciousness, your identity to yourself.
‘I am, I am and I am myself.’ Once you said ‘I am, and I am, and I am myself,’ then if you say, ‘Thou is Thou great and Thou greatness
is that I am to myself.’ Then you connect the real relationship between God and you. So long you do not expand ‘, what she is wearing?
”
What to you? What she is wearing what to you? Who are you? What you are interested for? You are interested in everybody’s
everything except you are interested in yourself.
There is a long, deep camouflage, long deep, camouflage of hiding yourself from yourself. There is a long deep camouflage of denying
yourself from yourself. And you substitute all that with a cheap environments of others’ criticism, judgement, evaluation, what should I
say? They are very inferior things. Have you seen two dogs meeting in the street? Ah? They don’t kiss each other, they say, at each
other, right? That’s what you mentally do.
You are mental dogs jeering at each other, judging at each other and absolutely refusing to apply
consciousness to yourself that, that’s not your job.
How to get out of all this and be yourself, that is the subject we are going to try today. You are
ready? Ah? Yeah? This Monday you have muscles? Correct? Or you are going to cry after
eleven minutes and say, “,” you know, “I should have gone to a restaurant to eat rather than
come to a class.” Hmm?
11 minutes: Put this hands exactly at sixty degrees straight, no bent in elbows. Palm
straight, just like this. See me. It’s very clear. Correct? Correct? As something is
slipping from heaven unto you. Possible? Accurate?
Number two. Do not close your eyes, look absolutely straight at earth level.
And number three. Move your belly button, pump it and I am not going tell you anything
more than that.
Put that tape, Tantric Har and let’s see where we go.
Well, we have come for a class I am supposed to teach twice a week and change the consciousness
of all people who come to my class. If that is true, let us do it justice. And do it consciously
please. Move your navel, pump it harder. Just watch where it, in space, your mental space, this exercise will take you. I am not asking
any result, I’ll just ask biofeedback.
Siri Ved Singh information is not applying it’s consciousness to it. So let’s see what happens.
Straight, eyesight has to be parallel to the ground.
Drum.
(The tantric tape is played).
YB (talks over tape): … Steady, steady, steady.
8 minutes: Now put your hands on the heart, left under, right over. Keep on pumping. Close your eyes.
Pump harder…
3 minutes: Now clap your hand to the sound of ‘Har.’… Put a heavy pressure on the navel…

2 ½ minutes: Get into the first posture and utter the word loud…
To Finish :Inhale. Absolutely squeeze your body, including every part of the fingers, hands, spine, stretch out to your best.
Exhale.
Inhale deep, hold tight, synchronize powerfully, exhale.
Inhale deep, deep, deep, please synchronize, relax.
that is when we apply ourself to ourself. When we apply ourself to ourself with a methodology and with that we apply ourself to be and
we make our own patterns in our neurological and hypothalamus and thalamus status, thus we increase our capacity towards the
excellence. That we can use in our life. If we all do it right and regular basis, we’ll have no shortcomings and we’ll not go under as
normally we do. Our mood swings and speculations and our fantasies and nightmares shall be limited from our life. And we have the
right then to be people of culture, manners, trust, faith and walk with grace, pride and we can walk tall.
Some of us can communicate, some of us talk too much, some do this, some do that. Some are shallow, some are hollow, some are
empty, some are fulfilled, some are egomaniacs, I mean, there are many facets of us. They all unnecessary. They all come for, from a
unprepared brain. A brain which has not been personally, scientifically, technically organized and imprinted to carry us through Time
and Space.
I hope we learn from tonight. I am trying to be with you as much I can, but I’ll prefer that we can use all this few months before we
leave for Amritsar to our best ability to really do practical things to do what we are supposed to do. I like to teach classes to Espanola
Sangath on Indian style rather than all that, let’s do little bit. They are gringos, they are White, you know, they don’t know what they are
doing on those basis. And I know your habits very well, but doesn’t matter it’s not much, it is just few more weeks. If you want to
benefit, you should be ready. I have to go in-between to Los Angeles to do that ‘Heart, Mind and Body,’ seminar which will be very well
organized now to speak there for few days. But other than that I’ll be here chasing you to see that you do sustain some imprint
somewhere and not go on just on the scale we are going in.
Guru Tej, you have a poem? Come on then.
Guru Tej: An old Sikh once told me this story. He said, at the time of Guru Gobind Singh, at the time of the first Baisakhi, that there
were eighty four lakhs of angels when Guru gave the Amrit and they begged the Guru to give the Amrit to them and he said, “First you
have to take a human body, because it’s only in this form that you can make the transition.” He said, “Your time will come later.” And
that old guy then said and I believe all you Sikhs of the west are the those angels. I remembered that story the other day and I was
thinking, what a great story it was and I realized it was pretty damn politic too. So I took advantage of it and this is called the ‘Prayer of
the Angels.’
Eighty four lakhs of angels were there when Guru called for a brave man and said, “Each one who stood they blessed with care.” And
over them all their wings were spread while before the Guru, they offered their prayer. The he transformed and restored them all.
Radiant and bright before the Sangat they stood. The angels bowed with reverence to each divine soul, who had faced sword and spilled
his blood, while Guru stirred the Amrit in the iron bowl. They knelt with devotion as the angels cried and received the Amrit by Guru’s
grace. He smiled to those who had run to hide and called them back from their hiding place. For in all His children He takes great
pride. Before the , he bowed his head and asked if they give the Amrit to Him. “Khalsa is my true Guru,” he reverently said and tears
filled the eyes of each one of them who beneath the steel had sacrificed and bled.
Then those who returned and run away, returned and bowed before the five. They asked the Guru if there was a way they could redeem
themselves while still alive. You can accept this Amrit here, today. Thousands came forward on that sacred day to receive the Amrit and
take a vow that they would ever walk in Guru’s way that before no man would they bend or bow that, from that path they would never
stray. Then before the Guru the angels came and bowing to him with folded wings they prayed for the Amrit and gifted the name so
that they could become Kaurs and Singhs, that in the company of the holy they could remain. With a smile from his heart upon his
shining face, Guru lovingly blessed them with a humble bow.
The time will come when you will take your place in my beloved Khalsa but that time is not now for, the will of God must unfold at its
own pace. Some day in the future the day will come when the word of the Guru has crossed the sea, then in the distant land of the
setting sun, I will call for you to come and be with me. Then together we will stand and be as one. The hub of the wheel of the new age
is turned and the angels are descending to claim their birth, to extinguish the fires of madness which have burned throughout the ages
upon this tired earth. This is the incarnation their souls have earned. Those angels were sitting among us today and more will come and
answer to their prayer to carry forth the banner of Guru’s way so that all mankind will be made aware that the Age of the Guru is here to
stay.
(Applause).
YB: Very good. He is getting better isn’t it? How many you have written now?
Guru Tej: .
YB: Oh you got to print a book. You have the right to three questions. You are not that spaced out. All right.
Student: (----------).

YB: Oh you repeated, I, I asked you to write where are they?
Student: I didn’t get them…
YB: Who, who wrote them? I know I said it beautiful but I want you to first learn and just repeat it. Some people wrote it, remember
that?
Student: (----------).
YB: What are the bets of it? Try
Student: (----------).
YB: No, no, to be a leader, you have to lead exemplary. Correct? That’s necessary. Number two, what was it?
Student: (----------).
YB: Yeah, when, when you are on a mission, then you have to serve the mission and not the self. Come on, open your book. Let me
see.
Student: (----------).
YB: Demonstratively. If you want to rule, follow all the rules demonstratively so people can trust you. Next.
Student: (----------).
YB: If you have a master, learn to master the example of a master and only remember slaves become the next master. Perfect slave
always become the perfect master. There is nothing for centuries in-between.
Next. Come on there must be.
Student: (----------).
YB: Mehtab, you are getting married, you were listening? Hmm?
Student: (----------).
YB: .
Student: (----------).
YB: Hmm?
Student: (----------).
We had five rules. We have the five rules to be invincible that the five rules to have mastery over yourself. Which was the fifth? Repeat
it, remember it.
Those who have courage have to serve flawlessly with absolute sacrifice of self.
Most important rule, if you have to rule, follow all the rules demonstratively.
Only the perfect slave can become the perfect master.
Yeah. Know not what you know, because the Unknown knows and fear not the Unknown, because you are the Unknown. When you
fear not the Unknown and you know, then you shall be known all over the world.
These are very simple rules.
Second, you have two more question to ask. Yeah.
Student: (----------).
YB: Platinum age has never been mentioned by the old scriptures. That is where the ordinary will become extraordinary knowledgeable
and that’s called, that is,
‘Kaljug Mey Sath Jug Avey.’
It’s a one simple line. The age of truth will come in Kalyug and that is Kalki Avatar, the, the incarnation of mega information which will
be to the mankind, there shall be no discrimination and only excellent will rule. We have entered it right now, many of us will survive
through, many won’t. And with Time and Space will be such a, it will not be that the north pole will melt and everybody will go under
water. And not that forty two years there shall not be a drop of rain and everybody will disappear. Not those kind of things, but it’ll be,
it’ll be a absolutely mental challenge to all living being. I’ve been talking about it since 1972.
You know, I was told today, “Somebody has gone to meet the great master to get the knowledge.”
I say, “What knowledge? There is a tons of knowledge floating, people do not know how to shut up.”
What knowledge? What is the knowledge today? Everybody is drowning in knowledge. It’s funny. Some time people used to ask,
“How should I open third eye?”
I say, “Learn how to close it, damn it. It’s very open these days.”
Not only our third eye is open, we get everybody’s third eye open opinion and start working on it. We have gone absolutely crazy. It’s a
funny word.
It is felt very shameful to be just, simple be you. It’s amazing to me. It’s absolutely amazing. It’s so amazing to me, I, I, it’s just so
amazing, I can’t believe. A person can’t just get ready and stand before a mirror and say, ‘I am, I am excellently graceful for myself. I am
not today out there to please anybody.’ I can go to the extent, I am not out today to please even Almighty God. I am just pleasing to
myself. Because if you say, I am not, listen how this works. I am not out there to please even Almighty God. Oh my God. “He is
denying the God. , we got it.” Not true. God is within that person. He is not willing to please the Almighty God outside that person.
Within that person that Almighty exists, prevails. The blind can’t see it.

It is very funny. In college, I had a, you call it rugby, we call football. There was a player, he was excellent. And one day when we were
practicing, he was so shady I couldn’t believe it. I called him outside. I threw him on the ground. He was lying down. I say, “You want
to die or you want to play?”
He said, “You want to know the truth?”
I say, “Hurry up, I don’t have the time. Now the way you are playing today is not what I need.”
He say, “I am kind of a scared person.”
I say, “With what? You look like a master to me, what you are afraid of?
He say, “ I don’t know. I am just afraid.”
I say, “Oh no, get up now.” Got up. I say, “We have a deal.”
He say, “What is it?”
I say, “You give your fear to me. It’s none of your business.”
He say, “Okay.” And he entered the field. He played so excellent that day and since then he played always. And I used to tease him,
“Hey, what about your fear?”
He say, “You got it. I don’t have it.”
That’s how simple people were. Their word was honorable. Their life was honorable. Their imposition and their position were very,
very absolutely simple and darling and they understood and they could share. What do you share? You share few dollars with each
other, you call it sharing? Or few moments on a lunch? No, people used to share . Really in those days if somebody says ‘Don’t worry,’
the other person will never worry. Just don’t worry. Isn’t amazing? Now, you sit as a psychologist for hours and hours and hours on
clock around hundred and twenty dollar an hour and still, first one is worried then one is worried about the bill. Till he gets ill. You
know. Learn to live in His will. That’s why God gave you your will so that you may not go off.
My little best friend you know, she said to me in the afternoon. And her father was saying, “Dharma Singh, you can talk to Siri Singh
Sahib yourself.” And she said, “ you can’t even act like this if I give you anything. We are going to teahouse today.”
“Sure, we’ll go to the teahouse.”
So I was dead sleepy, believe me, I was sleeping while walking. So I just went, got ready and right four thirty, I was to the teahouse, El
Dorado and then I saw, Siri Ram just jumping from the sofa and sitting with her. And I say, “What’s that?”
She say, “I promised I’ll sit with her.”
And she say, “That’s true.”
You can teach children confidence, simplicity, relationship, excellent, exactness rather than all that other stuff you teach.
So we went teahouse today. And we had tea. But look at the courage. Look at the age, look at the command and look at the
achievement of the result. Try to take me one day somewhere if you can get to it. You know, with all your funky charms and your
words and all that, you don’t have that innocent approach. Why should somebody give in to you? If you say, “Let’s go to El Dorado.”
The question arise, ‘What next? What for? What is it?’ But see, some the children are so innocent. They say and you just obey.
Because you don’t find any hidden agenda in the approach.
Do you hear what I am saying? Your power is polluted and diluted by your hidden agenda. The other person sensitivity starts raising
that fire alarm, . ‘This is not a lunch, this is not a lunch, this is not a lunch. There is something to it, there is something to it. Be
cautious, be cautious.’ What lunch? You are not eating a lunch. You are sitting in a graveyard.
Live simple, be simple and be for yourself. right? You can’t even belch like that. You can’t. If you sneeze, you can’t say . What kind
of people you are? Ah? I’ve seen many time what happened? Sneeze, it’s a natural thing. You can’t. You can’t. Your all manners and
habits are anti you. You have been told that you are just for sale. You have never been told you are for yourself. Twenty five year I am
hustling and hustling and telling you, you are for yourself. Spread your wings and not anything else. Quote, unquote.
What is the third question now? Aha.
Student: (----------).
YB: Yeah.
Student: (----------).
YB: . Beside what?
Student: (----------).
YB: . To tolerate Western people. kidding? How many you are in this room? There will be a ten thousand people sitting I am sitting
in the room nobody will just look up. It will cost about twenty five elephants’ courage to raise your eyelids. Look, last twenty five years
what I’ve gone through with what a smile. You know what I mean?
My friend came here. I and he were, we’ve been studying in graduate. So this morning he was leaving and he wanted to bow and I say,
“Hey, we are friends, what are you doing?”
He say, “I want to touch your feet.”
I say, “For what?”
He say, “God. What is going on here?”
I say, “Well, I’ve changed, don’t worry about it.”
He say, “You?”
I say, “Yeah, now you’ve seen it. See, how I am?”

Birth was very easy. I came out very fast. It’s not, it’s very, very, very, very, very, very kind of Almighty God and very beloved of my
Guru that he taught me compassion. I am very , I never knew. Compassion was to me compression. You know what I mean? All I
knew is either is or doesn’t exist. So it doesn’t exist, the person with it cannot exist. Period. There was no two opinions. Now I know
nothing else works or exists but compassion.
So I am very grateful for that experience. I mean to say, it’s very, it’s very loving. It’s very fulfilling, it’s very enjoying. It’s very, it’s very
Infinite. If everyday God comes and give me, five hugs, it will not be worth than all I continuous go through this neurotics and I look at
it very compassionately and I feel very fulfilled and I, I really feel very fulfilled. I am, I am not saying there is a negative thing. I say,
‘Well, thank God, it’s, I am seeing this person going through this pain and I know that’s unnecessary. I know it. But I don’t know why,
why these people do it. I have no idea. Absolute no idea. I have absolutely no imagination. The God can rotate this planet earth for
you to make night and day, why the hell he can take care of your little routine. Now why you are messing?
It’s just like you know, once somebody brought for a bride and bridegroom beautiful chocolate covered and letter written marriage cake.
You know? You understand? It was beautiful. Everybody appreciated. A little child came in, put his hand in and started playing with it.
Messed the whole thing up. That’s how I feel you all do. And a half chocolate was on his face, half on the mouth, all over his clothes
and he didn’t even understood what the hell this chocolate is all about and what this cake is all about, what marriages mean. This is all he
was creating that mess and I see you every time of the day doing it left and right, up and down, straight, the same thing. For me to exist
in these circumstances is the most wonderful experience. There is nothing I can do. Not a thing. Not a thing. I’ve been twice a prince
and twice a pauper and I, I just appreciate that Guru has been very kind. I think that Guru Ram Das’ greatest miracle is to teach a, teach
a, I, I don’t want to define, there is no hardly word for it.
Just put a man like me into state of compassion. And I really enjoy it. My love is very deep and everlasting. My conscious is very clear
and extremely kind, loving and only when I jump on somebody to yell and scream and push buttons, that is, just I have to chisel that as a
teacher otherwise I am lucky girl’s close eye pigeon guy. I don’t want to say anything except why should I bother? But it’s the
compassion in me now which makes me feel just to find soft, indirect word. Sometime I feel, this person loves me and I can just pull
them out of this mud. Out of this mess. There is no reason for anybody to go through this mess. Absolutely not.
‘Oh, I am insecure.’
What they say their four, five words? What is that? Come on, let’s repeat them. “I am insecure.”
Students: (----------).
YB: Nahi, nahi, nahi. “I am freezing, I am starving, I don’t know,” but how the hell this word came up ‘I don’t know?’ What do you
mean ‘I don’t know?’ “I am insecure. I am very depressed. I am extremely depressed. I am impressed with the depression. It’s so
depressing.” What is depressing? Yeah, “I don’t know.” That’s all denial. I don’t know when first time some guy told me, “I don’t
know,” I fell back on the chair. , “Who created this person?” I mean to say, “Where is comes from?” You know. What you don’t
know? What is this expression, ‘I don’t know.’? I can’t say it. Some time it takes me fifteen minutes to tell a person. “Come on, come
on, come out, come out, just say it.” This is amazing world. It is really amazing word.
Somebody told me today, “What is there to learn? What is the highest learning on this planet?”
I say, “Just one line—God is before, now and after you.”
We are the family of the Mahakaal. We know no death. We existed, we are existing, we shall be existing. I don’t know how in what
other words I can say that you can understand. Kindness, forgiveness, compassion, caring, serving, helping, uplifting, these are human
treats. These are the human bests. Everybody can do it.
Some body was telling me, “I am angry.”
I just laughed. He said, “You are laughing.”
I say, “I am super angry. I am so angry.”
He say, “What are you angry for?”
I say, “Well, everybody is angry. I am angry because everybody is angry. So I am super angry. What should I do?”
“You don’t know how I express myself.”
I say, “Excuses are abuses of self.”
So one day you people have to stop abusing yourself. God created you in His bountiless beauty. Bountiless?
Students: Beauty.
YB: Enjoy it for a day.
Student: (----------).
YB: Umm?
Somebody was telling me that day, “Oh, no, no, no, you are a teacher, you know.”
I say, “What teacher? What teacher, preacher? I am just a creature. Creature of compassion. That’s what a teacher is.”
Creature of compassion is a teacher.
May the long time sun…
(The class sings, “May the long time.....”).
YB (interrupting):
(The class chants ‘Sat Nam’).

Bless you, bless you, bless you, thank you. I tried to give this as much long time I could but I think it was . Well it works. What they
taught is true, anyway, goodnight.
And I think when we are going to see next?
Students: Wednesday.
YB: Wednesday. Don’t come so late. Some of you just, you come, but you come late, what for?
All right, Goodnight, relax if you don’t want to go.

